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  St. Casimir' Church, Keisterville, PA
  CAP at Orchard Lake, copy.
 

The early history of St. Casimir,s Church Keisterville Pa. First a few words about Keister, which is a 
coal and coke plant town started about 1900, and which continued operations until 1942, when the 
coal was mined out and all work of this kind was finished. At that time the coal company sold all the 
homes to the people living in them, many of whom are the members of St. Casimir,s Church. The 
company built a church about 1906, for use by both Catholics and Protestants. Before this church 
was built, the Protestants used the public school for their services, and the Catholics walked to 
Footdale to St. Thomas five miles away. On Holidays and occasionally on Sundays, Mass was said 
in the living room of one of the families in a company house. House number 122 was often used.
After almost two years it was decided that it was inconvenient for both faiths to worship in the 
same church as problems arose as to schedule of services. The company then built a new church 
foe which the Catholics of Keister agreed to pay $2000.00.  This church was built in 1909 and was 
Named St.Casimir's; about the same time it became a mission attached to St. Hedwig's Brier Kill 
Pa. This status continued until 1969, when the parish house at Brier Hill as discontinued and both 
St Hedwig's and St. Casmir's became mission churches of St. Hedwig's, Smock Pa. on the recom-
mendation of Bishop Connare.
When the church was built, the Altar which is still in St. Casmir's, was moved from the old church 
where it was made by cabinet makers by hand from white pinewood (and if observed closely is a 
beautiful work of art).
The church building has been kept in good condition inside and out over these many years and still 
serves the continuity well today.
When the church was built the window glass was a frosted green color. This made the people look 
a ghostly greenish color and so it was replaced by plain glass, This was later covered by paper to 
shut off the view but not the light. These windows were
later replaced by leaded stained glass windows which serve to the present time. People find the 
rich colors delightful.
On the ceiling is an oil painting which was painted about 1914- by Mr. Andrew Swiatek. This painting 
has held up well over the years and is as beautiful as ever, and although the church has been paint-
ed many times inside, and although other paint¬ings have been covered over, this large painting 
depicting the Holy Trinity— (about 10 feet square) remains still the center of attraction and beauty.
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Since its beginning the church has been served by about ten different priests, all traveling from 
Brier Hill, and of course, each priest guided the parish to conform with the times and changes that 
must be made in this changing world.
The first priest that lived in the parish house was Father Bankowski. Priests serving before him were: 
Father Barron, Father Picoolic, and Father Pudio. After Father Bankowski came Father Wasoric, Fa-
ther Koval, Father Casey, Father Knuth, Father Marzelli, Father Bienia, Father Brannon, Father Survil, 
Father Casaliggi , Father Bratus, Father Hoppe and serving at present is Father Tajc.
Altar boys serving at the present time are: Anthony Hunter, George Zentkovich, Richard Hall, Sean 
Bodnar and John Cramer.


